Life
For the full book please click here
200,000 Years
It took us over 200,000 years to come up with the concept of "moral values" and
"rationality". It might take us another 200,000 years to establish them fully on a
global level and for all life forms.
(Knowledge + Intelligence) x Morals
Enough Knowledge + Intelligence should inevitably lead to Morals, but if it doesn't,
we would need to adjust the formula to (Knowledge + Intelligence) x Morals.
Fame
Being famous doesn't mean anything. What counts is what you are famous for.
Extinction
Beings needing to digest other beings for survival shouldn't be saved from extinction.
Survival
A fundamental rule of nature appears to be survival at any cost. Individual survival,
but even more so the survival of the race/species.
Democracy/Epistocracy
Democracy works best with well educated and morally driven voters and
representatives, else it might lead to catastrophic results. At the moment, a morally
driven epistocracy might be the better choice.
Success
Success isn't necessarily an indicator for excellence.
Unity
We are too busy dividing ourselves from one another, overlooking the things we
have in common.
Tolerance
Its challenging to practise tolerance, even with those who aren't tolerant themselves.
Freedom/Desire Balance
It requires some of your freedom to establish some of your desires. On the other
hand, some of your desires might establish even more freedom. A good approach is
keeping the balance.

A Few Concrete Steps To A Better World
Fully democratise the United Nations there every country on the planet has voting
rights relative to their population, or at least implement the most democratic
approach possible.
Dissolve privileges such the "Security Council", etc.
Make the United Nations 100% transparent for all of the planet's population. Ensure
that all of the planet's population has full access to all information and is able to
interact fully.
Make all United Nation decisions binding.
Agree to rational objectives and strategies (for each country and/or overall):
- Constitution driven by high moral values
- Population control
- X% of GDP for education, health, defence, supporting developing countries, etc.
- Etc.

